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ABSTRACT 
Page ranking algorithms are important facet of ranking the 

articles in online digital libraries. Researchers utilize the digital 

libraries for their research and to find popular, recent and 

relevant articles in their domain. Ranking plays crucial role in 

searching, as there are millions of articles present in academic 

digital libraries, there is a need to order them so that users can 

find propitious articles efficiently. This paper presents a study 

and a comparative review of various ranking algorithms in 

online digital libraries under different web mining techniques 

based on their scope, performance, advantages and challenges. 

The paper also shows that how some of the drawbacks of 

certain algorithms are met by other proposed algorithms. This 

comparative analysis helps in further improvements in the 

related field. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the evolving world internet has become one of the essential 

tool for accessing and sharing the varied information, as a result 

information is swiftly increasing with the growth of World 

Wide Web. In 2013 alone, the web has grown by more than one 

third [1] and number of users estimated are 2,802 millions [2]. 

Due to increase in information sources and requirements of 

users there is a need to manage and process the information in 

such a way that the user can find desired results efficiently. 

Even though there is advancement in a general purpose search 

engines; there exist a situation when users or researches find 

irrelevant results for a given query. For example if a user search 

for research papers, journals or books on certain topic, a search 

engine returns a list containing blogs, articles, news etc. To 

overcome this problem digital libraries or digital repositories 

have been developed so that desired results are made available 

to users. Digital library is an organized and focused collection 

of digital content with the methods of access and retrieval and 

for the selection, creation, organization, maintenance and 

sharing of collection [3] .For example: Science Direct, IEEE 

Xplore, Springer, ACM Digital Library are popular ones. The 

exponential growth in the quantity and diversity of digital 

library‟s content signifies both challenges and opportunities. 

One of the challenges is to provide users with most relevant, 

valuable, useful and best information in less time .As a result 

most advance search engine technologies are employed in 

digital libraries .The paper aims to compare and classify some 

of the ubiquitous page ranking algorithms in online digital 

libraries. The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents 

some of the page ranking algorithms under different categories 

with their advantages and limitations. In Section 3 comparison  

study based on different parameters is carried out. Finally, 

Section 4 outlines conclusion and future work. 

2. PAGE RANKING ALGORITHMS IN 

DIGITAL LIBRARIES 
Page ranking algorithms in digital libraries are categorized on 

the basis of type of web mining being used. Some algorithms 

use only link structure of papers (web structure mining), 

whereas others use only content of  papers (web content 

mining), while some rely on server log files (web usage mining) 

and some use combination of these mining techniques.Some of 

the algorithms under different categories have been discussed as 

follows. 

2.1 Algorithms under Structure Mining 

2.1.1   Citation count ranking algorithm 
Joeran Beel et al [4] proposed Citation count ranking algorithm 

in 2009, which is one of the simplest methods for ranking the 

publications. The algorithm is based on the citation graph 

without any other parameter included in it. Citation graph can 

be viewed as directed graph G(V,E) where the vertices V 

indicate the publications and the edges E indicate the citations 

between the publications, weight of each vi∈ V defined as 

follows 

W(vi)=   W(eji
j=|v|
j=1 ), ∀i=  1,  v  or 1, |v|                              (1) 

 Where W (eji) is weight of each edge, and it is define as 

follows 

 W (eji) =  
1 if j → i,

0 otherwise
                                                    (2) 

According to the algorithm, publications having more citation 

count are considered more important than others and they are 

given a high rank. Citation count of paper indicates the number 

of readers who refer to it; hence it is one of the parameter in 

support of goodness and popularity of an article. A publication 

having more citation is likely to acquire top position in result 

list of user‟s query.  

 The advantage of the algorithm is that it is simple to implement 

and it gives top of most cited publications. However it overlook 

the importance of the citing papers and handle all citations in 

the same way .It also does not consider the time factor due to 

which recent papers are ranked lower as compared to older 

papers as they get less time to acquire more citation count. It 

also increases the Matthew Effect [5] which means that highly 

cited papers are displayed first by the search engines therefore 

they get more citations from readers which in turn make them to 

be displayed first again. 
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2.1.2   Page rank algorithm 

Surgey Brin and Larry Page [6], developed a link-based   

ranking algorithm in 1998, named Page Rank. According to the 

algorithm if a publication has some important incoming link to 

it then its outgoing links to other publication also become 

important, which can be defined as 

PR (u) = (1-d) +d  
PR (v)

Nv
v∈B(u)                          (3)  

 Where d is a dampening factor that is generally set to 0.85, d 

represents the probability that user will follow new link rather 

than following a link on the current page. B (u) represents the 

set of pages that refer to u, PR (u) and PR (v) are rank scores of 

page u and v, Nv indicates the number of outgoing links of page 

v. As already discussed, the major drawback of citation count 

algorithm is that it treats all the citation equally. Page rank 

overcomes this limitation by assigning high weights to the 

publications that are cited by important papers. In this way, the 

algorithm helps in recognizing those articles that contain 

important work for the researchers. 

 The main advantage of Page Rank algorithm is that it ranks the 

publications based on the importance of their citations and 

gives high rank to important articles that would not have been 

found by using citation count method but the algorithm behaves 

differently in case of incomplete citation graph containing 

missing citations. For example, a publication that has only one 

reference in the citation graph, will forward all its weight to the 

single reference and if the publication has high page rank then 

the only reference will gather a lot of artificial weight. It also 

gives more weightage to older articles as compared to recent 

ones, and does not take into account other parameters like 

author, venue, time etc. Moreover the method gets affected 

from outgoing links [7],which means if a paper P is cited by 

many papers with high ranks but have a large number of 

outgoing links, then paper P‟s rank get decrease. 

2.1.3 Time-dependent Link-based Ranking 

algorithm  
Martin Rajman and Jean-Yves Le Meur [8] in 2009 proposed a 

new ranking method named as time–dependent link-based 

ranking .The algorithm combines the idea of time dependent 

citation with page rank algorithm to rank recent and important 

publications higher. The ranking method weighs each 

publication inversely proportional to its age and gives more 

value to the citations of recent publications; hence the initial 

probability of choosing the ith paper in a citation graph is given 

by 

 pi=e−w(t−ti  )                                                                    (4)                                          

Where t denotes the present time, ti is the publication date for ith 

publication and w is the time decay parameter. This initial 

probability is added to page rank equation (3) as follows 

PR(u,t)=  
(1−d)

n
 × Px(t) n

x=1 +d  
PR (v)

Nv
× (t) v∈B(u)    (5)  

Where Px(t) is the initial probability of selecting the xth node in 

the citation graph and n  is the total number nodes in the graph. 

The algorithm overcomes the two main problem of citation 

count method as discussed above by utilizing both time of 

citation and importance of the citing paper.  

The main advantage of the algorithm is that it gives high rank 

to the recently cited and important publications but the method 

overestimates the weight of recent publications that are part of 

a cycle therefore it is not suitable for data set that allow cycles. 

 

2.1.4    Focused page rank algorithm  
Mikalai Krapivin and Maurizio Marchese [9] proposed Focused 

page rank (FPR) algorithm in 2008.This method suffers less 

from outgoing links problem as compared to the page rank. The 

proposed algorithm is a tradeoff between Page Rank and 

Citation Count Method. Page rank is based on random surfer 

model which means that page rank of particular node depends 

on the probability to arrive at this node by randomly traversing 

the graph. At each step link to be follow is selected randomly, 

but the focused surfer becomes focused by selecting the path 

which is more preferable for him. Which can be define as 

Pi=(1-d).  P j .
j∈ D
i≠j S j i +

d

N
                                                    (6) 

Where S (j|i) is the probability to follow the reference i being at 

the page j. S is an arbitrary function. Simplest version of it is 

define as follows 

S(j|i)=
c(i)

 C(K)K∈D
                                                                         (7) 

Where C (m) is paper m citations count and D is the set of all 

references in paper C (j). 

The main advantage of the algorithm is that it is simple to 

implement and it involves benefits of both quantity of citations 

and the quality of citations. The method suffers less from the 

effect of outbound links. However, it does not take into account 

other parameters like author, venue, time etc and gives more 

weight age to older articles as compared to recent ones. 

2.1.5  link-based Ranking with External citations  
Martin Rajman and Jean-Yves Le Meur [8] in 2009 proposed a 

new ranking method based on external citation, named as 

external citation ranking. The algorithm is made for the data 

sets having incomplete citation graph i.e graph containing 

missing citations, it assume that there is new node called 

“external authority”  that collect weight from all the nodes in 

graph proportionally to the missing citations and feedback 

some amount of its weight into network. As already discussed, 

when page rank algorithm is applied over the network 

containing the missing references, it distributes the weight to 

only those references that are present in the paper without 

considering the missing references, so these present references 

gain much more weight than usual. External citation ranking 

overcomes this drawback of page rank by assuring the accurate 

spread of weights through the network. It also corrects the main 

problem of Citation count method by considering the 

importance of the citing paper. 

 The algorithm is better than both the methods of ranking i.e. 

citation count and page rank as it corrects the major 

shortcoming of these two methods. But it does not take into 

account other parameters like author, venue, time etc and ranks 

older articles higher than recent ones. 

2.2 Algorithms under Content Mining 
2.2.1   Simrank: Algorithm based on similarity 
Shaojie Qiao [10] proposed a better ranking algorithm named 

as SimRank in 2010.The algorithm ranks the publications on 

the basis of similarity factor based on vector space model( IR 

model)[11],[12] and also uses the similarity parameter to 

segregate the entire web database into different web social 

networks (WSN) .The algorithm works on the basis of 

assigning relevancy score to each of the retrieved pages from 

the user query by comparing the content of query with title and 

body of every page. The algorithm computes Term Frequency 

of term ti in the page dj by using 
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tfij=
fij

max {f1     ,f2  ,………f v  j }
                                                       (8) 

Where fij denotes the frequency of the term in the page dj and 

|V| is the vocabulary Size. The Inverse document frequency of 

term is defined as 

dfi = log(
N

dfi
)                                                              (9) 

Where N is the total number of web pages in the web database, 

dfi denotes the number of web pages in which the term appears 

at least once and overall term weight is calculated as 

wij = 0.5 +
0.5×fij

max  f1 ,f2 ,…..f|v |j 
 × log

N+1

dfi
                            (10) 

Now, similarity between two pages pa and pb  is computed by 

sim(pa,pb)=
 w ipa  ×w ipa

n
i=1

 w ipa
2n

i=1 + w ipb
2 − w ipa  

n
i=1

n
i=1 ×w ipa

                        (11)                     

The Algorithm works in following steps: 

i. In first step, it calculates similarity among pages of 

the whole web database by using equation (11) 

ii. Then, it employs similarity value as distance between 

the papers and use k-means algorithm to make the 

clusters of pages having the similar content. 

iii. It calculates the similarity on the basis of query and 

assign relevancy score to each paper. 

The main advantage of this algorithm is that it uses similarity 

factor in K-means clustering to segregate a web database into 

different WSNs. It also removes   irrelevant and unrelated 

pages in order to reduce the cost of computation. But main 

problem with this method is that its efficiency gets influence by 

the capabilities of the web crawler being exploited. 

2.2.2   Page ranking using social annotation based 

on language model. 
Kunmei Wen et. al.[13] proposed a ranking algorithm which is 

an extension to simrank in 2012, named  as page ranking using 

social annotation based on language model. The algorithm 

optimizes the result by using the concept of social annotation 

[14]. Annotations are used for re-ranking the initial search 

results. The method uses two techniques known as query-

annotation similarity and query-document similarity. The 

algorithm first builds language model of social annotation 

.Then similarity between query and annotation is computed 

with the help of language model. In the end, initial search 

results are re-ranked on the basis of collective score of both the 

similarity techniques. 

Statistical language model: It is use in information retrieval(IR) 

model. The model uses following input parameters: a) Set of K 

original search results of search engine, define as 

D={(R1,A1)….(RK,,Ak)}where Rk represents page and Ak  

represents is a set of annotations in a particular  page Rk. b) Set 

of social annotations associated with top K initial search results 

define as VA ={Wj| j=1…L} Where L represents size and Wj is 

social annotations in the top K initial search results.c) Set of 

social annotations of a particular page define as Ai= {ai ∈V| i = 

1, . . . , n} and Steps for the construction of language model are: 

i. Initialize the set Ak with annotations related to web 

pages. 

ii. Obtain temporary corpus from the k initial results. 

iii. Compute the probability of a term indicated by wi  in 

the set of annotations Ai for a particular page  by 

using  following equation 

P(wj|Aj)=
C w j  ,A j +1

 (w jw ,A j )+L
                                                               (12) 

iv. Output the k language model of the annotations for top k 

initial results. 

    Query-annotation similarity: Query is represented as Q 

={q1,q2,q3….qm} where qi  refer to keywords, the probability  

of  existence of particular query Q in Ai „s language model is 

denoted as   P(Q|Ai), calculation of  similarity between query 

and annotation involve following steps: 

i. Probability of term appearing in particular social 

annotation is derived from language model. 

ii. Weights are assigned on the basis of similarity 

measure between the query and social annotation. 

iii. Frequency of the term w in the given query Q i.e 

C(w,Q). is calculated for the computation of 

similarity score  

iv. Similarity weight between query and annotation is 

computed by 

P (Q|Ai) =  P w Ai 
C w,Q 

w∈Q                                  

(13) Final Rank Score: Final rank score is computed by    

Scorei= α × P Q Ri + β × P(Q|Ai)                                 (14)   

Where P (Q|R) is query-annotation similarity, P (Q|A) query-

document   similarity and α and β are weights determined 

experimentally and satisfy the equation α+ β=1. 

 The main advantage of the method is that it uses the idea of 

annotation which is a  brief information about the publication. 

It also gives more optimized and accurate result. However 

Annotation may contain incomplete and unrelated terms 

therefore it can decrease the performance of the algorithm. 

2.3 Algorithms under More Than one 

Mining Technique    
2.3.1   Futurerank : Ranking Articles by Predicting 

their Future Page Rank 
Hassan Sayyadi, Lise Getoor [15], proposed new ranking 

algorithm named as future rank in 2009.The algorithm 

considers the dynamic nature of citation graph, as publications 

acquire new citations every day. According to the algorithm 

two factors play important role in ranking of publications, that 

are popularity and usefulness of an article. Popularity of an 

article can be determined by number of current citations at the 

time of query and usefulness of an article can be determined by 

expected future citations. The method define a new parameter 

called as future rank, it is the expected future rank of a paper 

based on the citation that paper is going to get in future. The 

algorithm uses authorship network, publication time of an 

article and citation network to predict future citation. Page rank 

algorithm is applied on citation network and HITS algorithm 

[16] is applied on authorship network. Networks can be 

represented by adjacency matrices as follows  

 Mi,j
C

 =  
1 if pi  cites pj;

0 otherwise;
                                                  

(15) For any paper pi which does not cite any article in the 

dataset    Mi,j
C   = 1 is define for all j. The matrix MA which is the 

|P| × |A| authorship matrix is defined as: 
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Mi,j
A = 

1 if ai  is author of pj;

0 otherwise;
                          (16) 

The algorithm works on both the networks by passing 

information back and forth between the networks. It run one 

step of page rank and one step of HITS and combine their 

results thus, it forms an iterative algorithm by repeating the 

steps until convergence is obtain .Vectors of page score and 

author rank is denoted by RP and RA respectively. Hub score of 

authors is calculated by RA=MA*RP                                                                                                              

and rank of papers is computed by following equation 

RP= α ∗ MC ∗ RC + β ∗ MA ∗ RA + γ ∗ RTime + (1 − α − β − γ) ∗ 

[1/n].                                                                                       (17) 

Where Mc∗ Rc is page rank score in citation network, M A
T
∗ RA 

is authority score in authorship network ,α β γ are parameters 

which weights the citation , author and publication time 

respectively. RTime is a “personalized page rank vector” its 

default value is 1/n for all nodes, calculated by (18) and values 

in vector are pre-computed based on the current publication 

time of papers i.e. Tcurrent  

 Ri
Time =e−p∗(Tcurrent −Ti )                      (18) 

Initial values of 𝑅𝑖
𝑃  and 𝑅𝑖

𝐴   is 
1

|P|
 and 

1

|𝐴|
 and α + β + γ + (1 − α 

− β − γ) is equal to one. 

The main advantage of the future rank algorithm is that it 

combines citations, authors and publication time in an effective 

way for predicting article‟s future rank. It achieves better 

improvement over other recently proposed algorithm as it has 

faster model convergence and high correlation score. But it 

does not guarantee robustness on different values of parameters 

α, β, and γ in different dataset and does not take into an account 

the importance of publication venues such as conferences and 

journals. 

2.3.2   Ranking articles by using citations, authors, 

journals and time information 
Yujing Wang,Ming Zeng [17] proposed a ranking algorithm 

which is an extension to future rank in 2013.The algorithm 

overcomes the shortcoming of future rank by  exploiting 

journal information along with citations, authors and time 

Information. The method constructs heterogeneous network 

which contains three sub-networks (citation network, paper-

author network, and paper-journal network). Citation network 

contains only papers nodes and citation edges, paper-author 

network contains paper nodes and author nodes with authorship 

edges between them and it forms a bipartite graph. Paper 

journal network contains paper nodes and journal nodes and 

undirected edge between a paper and a journal/conference. The 

algorithm first assigns value 
1

NP
  to all the authority scores of 

papers where Np is the   number of papers in the collection. 

Then it calculates Hub score of authors, journals/conferences, 

papers by   paper-author network, paper-journal network and 

citation network respectively by following equation 

H(x)=
   S(P j  P j∈Neighbor  x )

|Neighbor  x |
                                                         (19) 

Where x denotes the parameter whose hub score is to be 

calculated, parameter     can be author ,journal and paper, H(x) 

is the hub score of a parameter, it can be      H(Ai)for author Ai,, 
H(Ji) for the journal/conference Ji , H(Pi) for  paper Pi, S(Pj) is 

the authority score of paper Pj, Neighbor (xi) is the collection of 

papers which correspond to parameter x, and |Neighbor(x)|is 

the number of papers in the collection. The algorithm then 

update the authority scores of each paper by using Page Rank 

score contributed from citation, authors score, 

journals/conferences score and time-aware score calculated 

using publication date by using following equation. 

S(Pi)=α·PageRank(Pi)+β·Author(Pi)+γ·Journal(Pi)+δ·Citation(

Pi)+θ·Pi
Time +(1−α−β−γ−δ−θ)·/Np                                            

(20) 

Where S(Pi) is updated authority score of paper pi and  α, β, γ, δ 

and θ are constant parameters which ranges in (0, 1) . Page 

Rank (Pi) is the page rank score of paper  pi ,calculated by 

citation network. Author (Pi) is authority score of paper Pi, 

calculated using paper-author network as follow 

Author(Pi)=  
1

Z(A)
 H(Aj )A j∈Neighbor (P i  )                                

(21) 

Where Neighbor(Pi) is the author list associated with paper  Pi, 

and H (Aj) is the hub score of author Aj. Z(A) is a normalized 

value. Journal(Pi) is authority score of paper Pi generated from 

corresponding journal/conference and Citation(Pi) is authority 

score of paper Pi gathered from hub papers. Pi
Time  is a time 

aware value for paper pi define by 

 Pi
Time

=e−p∗(Tcurrent−Ti)                                                               (22) 

Where Ti is the publication time of paper Pi, Tcurrent−Ti is the 

duration in years since the paper Pi was published. p is a 

constant value, which is set to 0.62 and (1−α−β −γ   −δ−θ)*1 

/Np is the probability of random jump. The whole procedure is 

repeated until convergence is obtained. 

   The main advantage of the algorithm is that it promotes the 

recent articles by giving higher scores to them. It takes 

combination of different types of information and time aware 

weights for better ranking of articles. However, it requires 

compact graph to obtain accurate result. 

2.3.3 Popularity and similarity based page rank 

algorithm.   
Phyu Thwe [18] proposed a ranking algorithm in 2013 for web 

page access prediction, named as Popularity and Similarity 

Based Page Rank Algorithm. The method is refinement over 

the prediction of pages access by user and uses the web server 

log files for analyzing the user‟s browsing pattern in order to 

predict the user‟s next click. It ranks the result of search engine 

on the basis of three factors a) popularity b) similarity among 

pages and c) user‟s browsing pattern. The algorithm works in 

two steps: 

i) Markov model construction: This step uses Markov model 

for prediction of web page access, input of the model is pages 

taken in the order of browsing by user and output is a model 

that predicts the user next access. The model assumes P be a set 

of web pages in a web site and W be a user session of a website 

. P can be written as P= {p1, p2...pn} .Therefore the probability 

of accessing the next page p by the user is indicated as P = 

(pi|W), it is base on the assumption that i number of pages has 

already been accessed by the user. It can be infer, that 

prediction of next page to be accessed does not depend on all 

the pages present in web session but depends on small number 

of k pages. Where k is order of markov model. So page pi+1 

can be accessed by using following equation. 

pi+1 = argmaxp∈P{P Pi+1 = p pi pi+1, …… . pi− k−1  }      

(23)     

ii) Similarity Calculation: In this step popularity, similarity and 

transition among pages are determined to compute the 

importance of the pages. Similarity is computed based on the 
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contents of the page URL by using the following step: a) first, 

choose the URLs of the two pages in order to compute 

similarity between them. b) The URLs are sorted in a string 

array separated by a special character „/‟ and their length is 

computed. c) Weights are given to each array beginning from 

the longest array to the smallest one. d) The matching 

substrings are recognized and their equivalent weights are 

summed up and the sum is divided by the total weight to 

provide the similarity value between the two. Similarity value 

can occur between 0.0 and 1.0, value 1 denotes that the two 

pages are identical, value 0 indicate pages are entirely different. 

One of the main advantages of this algorithm is that it makes 

prediction method better by inspecting the user‟s browsing 

orders and it can work on any website‟s navigational graph  But 

the method fails in case of predicting one more step ahead.  

3. COMPARISON STUDY 
Comparison of page ranking algorithms studied so far in 

different categories is done on the basis of input parameter, 

importance and limitations. Comparison of algorithms lying 

under structure mining is done in Table 1 and comparison of 

algorithms lying under content mining is done in Table 2. 

Comparison of algorithms utilizing combination of different 

web mining techniques is done in Table 3. 

4. CONCLUSION 
The paper presents different page ranking algorithms in digital 

libraries, each of these algorithms has its own advantages, 

limitations, mining techniques, and performance. These 

Algorithms provide different result set based on the mining 

technique being used. Some of the algorithms are proposed in 

response to counteract the drawbacks of earlier proposed 

algorithms, while for some algorithms various extensions and 

improvements might be thought. As a further research issue, 

there can be several options; one of them would be to develop 

more efficient algorithms that are likely to satisfy researcher‟s 

needs and desires by fruitfully combining parameters like time, 

author,   venue of publication, citations and mining techniques. 

Another can be to experiment with the available algorithms in 

order to overcome their limitations and to improve them in 

terms of their response time, accuracy and performance. As 

page ranking algorithms are use online and should be fast and 

accurate, therefore soft computing approaches can be applied 

for near optimal solutions. 
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6. APPENDIX 

Table 1.Comparison of algorithms under structure mining 

             

             Algorithms 

 

Measures       

Citation count Page rank Time-dependent 

Link-based 

Ranking 

algorithm 

Focused Page 

rank 

Link-based 

ranking with 

external citations 

Description The importance 

of the paper is 

based upon the 

number of 

citations to it. 

It is the Link 

analysis based 

algorithm that 

computes 

importance on the 

basis of 

backlinks. 

The algorithm 

combines the idea 

of time dependent 

citation with page 

rank algorithm to 

rank recent and 

important 

publications 

higher. 

It is a trade off 

between Page 

Rank and 

Citation Count 

Method and uses 

the focused 

surfer model and 

selects the path 

which is more 

preferable for 

him. 

It assume the 

presence of external 

authority(a new 

node) that collect 

weight from all the 

nodes in graph 

proportionally with 

the missing citations 

and feedback some 

amount of its 

weight into 

network. 

Input parameters Citation count Backlinks Citation count, 

Backlinks 

Citation count, 

Backlinks 

Citation count, 

Backlinks 

Importance It gives top of 

Most Cited 

Publications. 

It weights the 

publication based 

on the importance 

of their citation. 

it gives high rank 

to the recently 

cited and 

important 

publications. 

It suffer less 

from  the effect 

of outbound 

links. 

It is better than both 

the methods of 

ranking i.e citation 

count and page 

rank. 

limitation Ignore the 

importance of 

citing paper 

and treats all 

citation equally 

give more 

weightage to 

older articles as 

compared to 

recent ones 

It overestimate 

the weight of 

recent publications 

that are part of a 

cycle 

give more 

weightage to 

older articles  as 

compared to 

recent ones 

Give more 

weightage to older 

articles as compared 

to recent ones 

 
Table 2. Comparison of algorithms under content mining 

        Algorithms       

 

Measures               

Si simrank : Algorithm based on 

similarity 

    

 

Page ranking using social annotation based on 

language model 

 

Description Rank the paper by comparing the 

content of query with annotation of  

page 

Rank based on the two strategies i.e. query-annotation 

similarity and query-document similarity 

Input parameters Papers and query contents Initial search result list, set of tags and papers 

 

Importance it uses similarity measure for effective 

clustering 

gives more optimized and accurate result 

Limitation Its efficiency gets affected by the 

capabilities of the web crawler being 

utilized 

Annotations may contain incomplete and unrelated terms 
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Table 3. Comparison of algorithms under more than one mining technique 

             

      Algorithms 

 

Measures               

Future rank : Ranking 

Articles by Predicting 

their Future Page Rank 

 

 

Popularity and similarity 

based page rank algorithm 

 

Ranking articles by using 

citations, authors, journals and 

time information 

 

Technique 

used 

Structure mining and 

content mining 

Structure mining and Usage 

mining 

Structure mining and Content 

mining 

description Ranking is based on the 

future citation that paper is 

going to get in future. 

The search result list is ranked 

based on Markov model output 

and frequency of transition and 

similarity of papers.   

Similar to future rank but uses 

journal information along with other 

information 

Input parameters Citations, author, time 

information 

Web sessions (Sequence of 

pages accessed). 

Citations, author, time, 

information, journals 

importance It combines citations, 

authors and publication time 

in an effective way for 

ranking the article by 

predicting article‟s future 

ranking 

It makes prediction method 

better by analyzing the user‟s 

browsing pattern 

It takes combination different types 

of information and time aware 

weights for ranking the articles, 

which give more better results 

limitation It does not involve the 

importance of publication 

venues such as conferences 

and journals 

This method fails in case of 

predicting one more step ahead 

require compact graph 
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